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Abstract—Visual data such as images and videos are easily ac-
cessible nowadays, and they play critical roles in many real-world
applications like surveillance. This raises a series of technological
demands for automatic visual understanding and content sum-
marization, which has guided the research community to move
towards a better achievement of such capabilities. Meanwhile,
it presents the big challenge of semantic understanding of video
content and automatically translating them into human language.
When developing such automatic translation systems, one criti-
cal issue is how to bridge the gap between low level features and
high level semantic information. Furthermore, as a large amount
of videos are captured under unconstrained conditions by nonpro-
fessional users, this issue becomes even more serious. Therefore,
brand new sets of technologies are required to address these dif-
ficulties and narrow the semantic gap effectively. These thoughts
drive us to survey the complete state-of-the-art techniques in the
visual to text topic. Existing methods, popular datasets, technical
difficulties, and promising future directions are discussed system-
atically. In particular, we classify existing methods by their mecha-
nism to link visual information (including both images and videos)
and text descriptions, and emphasize the latest advances on deep
learning based approaches. The quantitative evaluations of rep-
resentative approaches on benchmark dataset are also presented
and discussed. Finally, we provide with the promising research
directions on this topic.

Index Terms—Visual to text, image and video captioning, content
understanding, text description, summarization.

I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS visual data, such as images and videos, can
be collected quickly and cheaply, which bring plenti-

ful information for addressing real-world problems in many
domains such as health care and public surveillance. For in-
stance, consumer-grade video is becoming abundant online,
and it’s much easier than before to search and obtain any type
of visual contents. This raises urgent technological demands
for automatic visual understanding and content summarization,
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which has guided the research community to move towards a
better achievement of such capabilities. The availability of vast
amounts of text gave a huge boost to the Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) research community, which was critical in order
to organize the amount of information that had suddenly become
available. The above-mentioned visual material is set to do the
same for intelligent analysis, and we argue that techniques that
can transform visual contents into accurate and concise textual
descriptions will be a major goal in organizing these informa-
tion. We call techniques under this topic “Visual to Text”.

The long-standing problem in computer vision and artificial
intelligence is the semantic gap between low-level visual data
and high-level abstract knowledge. Visual to Text is a major
technique that could bridge such a semantic gap in many real-
world applications, such as video surveillance systems, visual
assistive systems, etc. Although many classical computer vision
approaches for classification or detection have shown promising
results in some of the aforementioned applications, they usu-
ally generate partial and unstructured outputs, such as bounding
boxes and object labels in a video frame. These methods provide
us with semantic primitives, and they can be considered as the
basic steps in “visual to text”. On the other hand, the natural
language generation based end-to-end visual to text techniques
directly produce sentences for describing the visual observa-
tions, which is much easier for understanding.

A. Challenges for Visual to Text

Humans can easily categorize and describe a visual scene
in natural language. However it is still a difficult task to teach
machine to do the same thing. Machines are able to recognize
the human activities in videos to a certain extent [1], but the
automatic description of visual scenes has remained unsolved.
Moreover, while action recognition is a well-studied problem
in the computer vision community, automatic understanding
of activities, especially for the complex and long-term human
activities [2], is still challenging. From a linguistic perspec-
tive, activity recognition is about extracting semantic similarity
between human actions represented by verb phrases, and trans-
forming visual information to semantic text is analogous to
grounding words in perception and action [3].

There is one key difference between visual and textual modal-
ities: abstraction level. The data form of the visual content is an
image or video that contains a specific theme, or more specif-
ically an object, a scene, an event, an activity, etc. In contrast,
the basic data form of the textual contents are words, which
are strings of characters. Although a word may also describe
a specific object or activity, it only provides a high level label
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of a concept objects, activities, abstracting from the real world,
which may imply many aspects of information from different
modalities of human perception, such as five sense of sight,
smell, hearing, taste and touch. Visual information formed by
sight is just one of them. Although named entities would pro-
vide more details about a specific object or event, an image or
a video containing that object or event is still more vivid than
the pure label or concept. These differences, vivid visual rep-
resentation versus highly abstracted text representation, is what
defines the major challenges in machine vision and is also a
key topic in natural language processing. In computer vision we
are interested in constructing and learning models which can
characterize images or videos by recognizing their categories
or other high level features. In natural language processing, we
usually encounter the inverse challenges to parse a language
description by identifying connotation and denotation of the se-
quence of words. These challenges arise because languages are
directly related concepts rather than the lossless recording of
objects or activities in the real world.

The extraction of labels for objects and activities have been
extensively studied in the past decade, which form the founda-
tions of visual-to-text techniques. The focus of this survey is
one step past classification problem, or category-level of textual
description. We want to focus on more attractive tasks, such as
learning how to generate detailed scripts for images and video
contents automatically.

The major challenges in “visual to text” include:
� Fine grained natural descriptions: Recognizing the fine

details of visual contents as well as the interactions of ob-
jects is a challenging task. The biggest challenge here is the
subtleness of the action units. Sometimes they are not vis-
ible, or hard for vision techniques to detect. For instance,
unclear unit boundaries and occlusions of interactive ob-
jects presents other difficulties to accurately decode the
intention of the human activities in a video.

� Intermediate representation learning: Learning mid-
level representations between visual domain and natural
language domain is a key problem in visual to text tech-
niques.

� Recounting of visual contents: Even if we were to
somehow recognize many semantic elements that appear
throughout the visual data, it is hard to rank the importance
of them with accordance to theme of the image or video
that may guide us to generate more relevant textual descrip-
tions. Also, we need to find out how much detail we are
looking to recount and what type of language complexity
is to be applied.

� Benchmark datasets with rich text: To automati-
cally evaluate generated language descriptions for vi-
sual contents, we need standard datasets for evaluating
new methods and algorithms. Sentence-level annotations
that are aligned to the image and video are a basic
requirement.

This survey aims to present a comprehensive overview of
both traditional natural language generation models and recent
deep learning based techniques, targeting visual to text.

B. Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present the foundations of visual to text techniques, in-
cluding visual features, image annotation, and video recount-
ing/summarization/abstraction. In Section III, we discuss the
natural language generation methods. Section IV and V present
the recent advances on image captioning and video caption-
ing, respectively. Section VI discusses the empirical perfor-
mance of the existing visual to text techniques on benchmark
datasets. Finally, Section VII presents the conclusion and future
perspectives.

II. FOUNDATIONS OF VISUAL TO TEXT

Though very limited works have been done on translating
visual contents, researchers have done a lot of excellent work
on other level of intelligence for visual content analysis.

A. Visual Features

There are a large variety of features, ranging from low-level
features directly computed from the input signals, to high-level
features that capture spatiotemporal relationships exhibited by
the lower-level features. Popular features include a large number
of visual descriptors such as histogram of gradients [4], SIFT [5],
SURF [6], Gabor textures [7], etc., as well as object and interest
point detectors and trackers. The features will be computed
on objects and interest points as well as on the whole scene,
salient scene segments, and super-pixels [8]. This allows the
features to capture both overall scene descriptions and more
object-level descriptions. All of these features are indexed to
allow rapid retrieval of the relevant segments of the archive
based on similarity or range queries.

A visual concept detection module can detect human, objects,
actionlets, and scenes from input images or videos. This mod-
ule is mainly grounded on the cutting-edge techniques for the
recognition of visual semantics. It will include following sub-
modules: human detection [4], [9], object detection [10], [11],
scene detection [12], [13], and action detection [14], [15].

In real-world applications, some problem-dependent cues can
also provide complementary information to enrich visual fea-
tures. For example, social context [16] is able to enhance the
face recognition, and thus further facilitate the following caption
generation. For another example, a concept words detector [17]
is developed to provide high-level information for a wide range
of visual to language tasks, such as captioning, retrieval and
question answering.

B. Image Annotation

Image annotation is a fundamental research problem in com-
puter vision. It can be considered as a basic task of translating
image to text. The major challenge in translating visual infor-
mation to text is the so-called semantic gap [18]. From the
perspective of artificial intelligence, bridging the semantic gap
is equivalent to addressing a visual symbol ground problem [19].
As suggested by S. Harnad [20], the symbol grounding problem
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can be decomposed into two levels, categorical representations
and symbolic representations. It is worth noting that, symbol
grounding can also be linked to situation model theory [3], in
order to create so-called “Grounded Situation Models”, which
are representations that can be useful for situated embodied
agents, such as Robots, when they have to fluidly communicate
using Natural Language regarding current, past, and imaginary
states of their environment and body.

Image annotation belongs to the level of categorical rep-
resentations, which has been extensively investigated in the
last decades [21], [22]. Some research directions have been
investigated to advance the image annotation techniques. For
example, to deal with the inconsistency between objects and
scenes, several approaches have been proposed to use contex-
tual information for image understanding [23]. Moreover, sev-
eral projects on collecting large-scale image datasets greatly
promote the research progress on image understanding, such
as the ImageNet [24]. Besides, there are also some interest-
ing works that aim to investigate the human language develop-
ment [25], enhance the image labeling via gamification [26] and
link the computing resource to the physical world via human-
robot cloud [27]. These research efforts not only provide alterna-
tive ways for data augmentation, but also explore the connection
between vision and text in multiple views.

C. Video Recounting/Abstraction/Summarization

Recently, the Multimedia Event Recounting (MER) evalua-
tion, as a part of the TRECVid Evaluation, has been introduced
by NIST. MER aims at evaluating video recounting systems
that could summarize the key information of the detected events
as human-understandable textual descriptions. Some represen-
tative works on video content recounting include [28], [29].
Kojima et al. developed a system that first detects head and
body movements in videos and then generates sentences from
the detected case frames [28]. Tan et al. detected audio-visual
concepts from the Internet videos, and then generated textual
descriptions using the rule-based grammar [29].

Video abstraction is also a closely related research topic.
Truong et al. [30] discussed the video abstraction techniques
that target videos from various domains, including documen-
taries, movies, home recordings, etc. The current video abstrac-
tion techniques can be mainly divided into two subcategories,
key-frame extraction and skim generation.

Video summarization is usually converted to the problem of
key frame extraction [31], where the appearance based features
such as colors play a major role in change detection [32]. Some
methods also try to employ the overall camera motions [33],
[34]. However, these methods simply employed the fixed rules
for the entire set of videos. The aforementioned methods are
visual summarization that generates a “teaser” for the video.
In addition, researchers try to translate video content into hu-
man language directly. In this case, bridging the gap between
low-level visual features and high-level semantic information
is the major challenge. Moreover, beyond the visual to text,
many research efforts have been devoted to parsing, generat-
ing and translating among humans’ representations (e.g., the

spoken, motor, vision language and etc), such as the “Poeticon”
project [2].

III. CLASSICAL MODELS: NATURAL LANGUAGE GENERATION

FROM VISUAL CONTENTS

Introducing natural language models to visual understanding
systems has been a popular research paradigm in the past decade.
We can roughly divide the natural language generation based
“visual to text” techniques into four different categories, includ-
ing: (1) language rules or templates based scripts generation, (2)
borrowing available descriptions from other visual contents, (3)
complementing existing descriptions by visual recognition, and
(4) creating a language model to generate descriptions. Table I
lists some representative works in each of the four categories.

A. Language Rules or Templates based Generation

Many works on video recounting utilize manually specified
templates or rules to obtain descriptions from a middle-level
semantic representation. Nagel [62] presented the Naos system
[63] to fill case grammar frames of street surveillance videos
by detecting bounding boxes and tracking their relationships.
Case frames grammar represents the key elements in a sentence,
including location, object, predicate, agent, etc. Further, Nagel
and Zimmermann introduced a dialog system in which visual
scenes were depicted [62]. Case frames were also used later
by Kojima et al. who constructed an action concept hierarchy
represented by a hierarchical case frame [28].

The following works turned their focuses to real world
videos [40]. Arens et al. utilized a situation graph for expres-
sion of traffic scenes and placed them into templates to produce
language descriptions [64]. The DARPA Mind’s eye project in-
corporates a video corpus annotated with 48 different verbs.
Based on a predefined template, they generated text from their
detected semantic elements. Similarly, Khan et al. recounted
video events on the TREC Video summarization competition
by designing a language template [39]. Khan and Gotoh pro-
posed a method that can recognize a limited set of six humans
activities as well as gender, age, and emotions based on facial
features [65]. Then a template filling approach is proposed for
sentence generation, which is based on the context free grammar
(CFG). Yang et al. proposed to use external information like text
corpus to enhance the language generation [66]. On the UIUC
Pascal Sentence dataset they recognized objects and scenes [67].
Then they added prepositions and activities based on a language
model learned from the newswire Gigaword corpus. Given the
language model and detected objects, a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) can be used to generate a template based sentence. This
category of approaches allow precise generation of language
and is effective for a lot of applications in a limited domain,
especially when the visual content sets, objects or activities, are
small and the expected language description are simple.

B. Exploiting Auxiliary Descriptions

The second category of methods reduces the generation pro-
cess by borrowing available descriptions from other visual
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TABLE I
CATEGORIZATION OF NATURAL LANGUAGE MODELS FOR VISUAL TO TEXT

contents locally [44] or globally [43]. By using a Markov Ran-
dom Field (MRF), intermediate semantic representations of vi-
sual elements can be constructed, including scenes, objects,
actions, etc [43]. These representations can then be mapped to
the sentence set. They borrowed the most relevant sentence from
training dataset, by evaluating the similarity to the predicted lan-
guage description by employing a sentence-semantic represen-
tation mapping trained on the UIUC Pascal Sentence dataset. In
order to match language description to out-of-vocabulary words,
the algorithm utilizes the semantic distance in the WordNet ac-
cording to the Lin’s measure [68], especially for objects and
scenes. Similarly, Ordonez et al. searched for the most relevant
captions in the Captioned Photo Dataset as the description for
a test image [44]. By applying a greedy search strategy, they
first selected the some most similar images, and then run more
advanced detectors for objects, scenes, human, and actions. A
linear regression was used to learn optimized weight on the train-
ing set [69]. Mason et al. presented a data-driven framework for
image caption generation [70], which incorporates visual and
textual features with varying degrees of spatial structures. This
category of approaches would achieve good performance when
the additional sources are aligned well with the targeted vi-
sual contents. However, the unreliable, low-quality sources may
easily degrade the model performance.

C. Complementing Descriptions by Visual Recognition

In some cases, there are available textual description asso-
ciated with the image or video at the testing phase. The third
category of methods can incorporate text labels or descriptions
into visual to text models after visual recognition. In order to
create descriptions of the tagged locations or buildings through
web searching, Aker and Gaizauskas generated image descrip-
tions by using multi-document summarization techniques [49].
Not only rely on textual data, Feng and Lapata proposed to
generate captions by representing text and images jointly using
the bag-of-words model [71]. They demonstrated that a mixed
topic model (i.e., with both textual and visual words) can signif-
icantly improve text only model. The captions are constructed
by retrieving sentences from news articles. Moreover, the most
similar text descriptions based on visual features are also inte-
grated. Finally, attachment probabilities are introduced to model
long distance dependencies and grammar structure among dif-
ferent phrases. [37] focused on improving the precision of

automatically generated image captions. They compressed the
descriptions by considering both linguistic fluency and con-
sistency of the language and visual elements. The visual ele-
ments are obtained by an object recognition model learned on
ImageNet [24] and the optimization is implemented by beam
search and dynamic programming. On the SBU dataset that
contains about one million images, their improved captions
are much more relevant and accurate than the original ones.
Socher et al. [51] designed a recursive neural network model
based on dependency trees, which learns latent representations
for sentences and images. The key idea is to embed images and
sentences into a latent space, and then find the matched coun-
terpart for a given query. For example, given a query image,
the proposed model could find a sentence to describe it. The
performance of this category of approaches heavily depend on
the visual recognition model.

D. Creating a Language Model to Generate Descriptions

The fourth category of work goes beyond borrowing avail-
able descriptions via creating a language model to generate con-
cise textual descriptions [72]. Yao et al. utilized a large-scale
image dataset with informative annotations, and employed a
natural language generation (NLG) method that converts the
image parsing results to textual descriptions [53]. In particular,
their method consists of four major components: (1) an image
parsing engine; (2) an and-or graph based visual knowledge
representation; (3) a semantic web; (4) a text generation engine.
The image parsing engine converts images or videos into parse
graphs. Then the and-or graph based knowledge representation
is employed to provide top-down hypotheses during image pars-
ing. The general knowledge embedded in the semantic web is
then adopted to enrich the semantic representations. Given se-
mantic representations, the text generation engine can output
query-able and human readable descriptions. Their work shows
that, a successful image to text system heavily relies on the four
components. Fernandez et al. inferred the human activities from
some predefined conceptual primitives, and then incorporated a
natural language model for text generation [73]. In particular,
their system extracts geometrical information from videos, and
then converts these information into predicates in fuzzy logic
formalism. The discourse representation structures are then uti-
lized to facilitate the generation of natural language texts. [74]
defines the Topic-Oriented Multimedia Summarization (TOMS)
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task based on natural language generation. In particular, given
a set of features that are automatically extracted a video (e.g.,
ASR transcripts and visual concepts), a TOMS system aims to
produce a paragraph to summarize the key information con-
tained in the video associated to a particular topic, and also
offer proper explanations on the retrieval results. However, their
approach can only describe a few pieces of contents which are
relevant to a predefined event topic. Also, they do whole-video-
level matching by human judges as evaluation metric, which is
hard to measure the general quality of content translation, since
a single key evidence may directly lead to a good match.

Some other works focus on training a language generation
model through an aligned corpus of images with descriptions,
in which the advanced language generation methods are incor-
porated. Kuznetsova et al. searched candidate words or phrase
according to the scene and object recognition results on the
SBU dataset [37]. They generate the relevant and high-quality
scripts by applying an optimization algorithm for content plan-
ning and language realization. Mitchell et al. applied the visual
recognition system to predicts ordered noun-phrases on the same
dataset [75]. Then, by adding necessary prepositions, predicates,
the proposed approach can automatically form novel phrases.
Most recently, deep learning methods such as recurrent neural
networks have been introduced to train language models for
image caption generation [76]–[78].

The key in this category of approaches is how to effectively
adapt the language models to the tasks of visual to text. Most
of existing works explore the language models when fixing the
visual learning model. However, it would be more effective to
jointly train the visual and language models.

IV. RECENT ADVANCES: FROM IMAGE TO TEXT

The recent advances in training deep neural networks (i.e.,
also termed as deep learning) have significantly promoted the
development of image captioning, and pushed towards a tight
link between the fields of computer vision (CV) and natural lan-
guage processing (NLP). Specifically, deep convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs) [80]–[83], pre-trained on the large-scale
image datasets, provide hierarchical and rich feature represen-
tations to parse visual world into higher-level semantics; on the
other hand, recurrent neural network (RNN) has made great
progress for machine translation [84]–[86], which enables to
generate readable target sentence conditioned on the semantic
information extracted from source sentence. Analogous to ma-
chine translation, recent image captioning algorithms mainly
adopt such a framework as image encoder → text decoder,
which amounts to the nature of from image to text, i.e., trans-
lating image to sentence.

The key point for such above architecture is how to encode
representative vision cues from still images, and decode image
representations as meaningful sentences. Along this line, a great
deal of research efforts have been made to develop various
schemes for image encoding and text decoding process.

A. Visual-Text Embedding

A very pioneering work that introduces neural network to
image captioning was proposed by Kiros et al. [72], where

Fig. 1. An example of multimodal embedding with language model decoder.
Figure adapted from [79].

they devised a multimodal log-bilinear (LBL) model to work
as a feed-forward neural network for predicting words. In this
work, the image feature encoded by CNN is formulated as the
bias within a LBL model, to provide discriminative visual clue
during the caption generation process. Shortly after that, Kiros
et al. [79] proposed the “encoder-decoder” paradigm (see Fig. 1)
to mimic machine translation for the caption generation task, and
devised a multimodal neural language model (MNLM) based
on their previous work. In MNLM, the encoder seeks for a joint
multimodal embedding space that could associate the image rep-
resentation to its corresponding description; while the decoder
is also formulated by a LBL based language model conditioned
on the embedding space. The AlexNet [80] and LSTM are used
to extract image feature and learn sentence representation, re-
spectively, and a pairwise ranking loss is eventually employed
to achieve jointly embedding (among image and sentence).

Similar to [79], Karpathy and Li [88] proposed a deep visual-
semantic (DeepVS) alignment model to learn a multimodal em-
bedding space. However, rather than aligning the whole image
and its description, they considered the alignment in a more
fine-grained level, i.e., they aimed to generate dense captions
for image regions. Specifically, the Region-CNN (R-CNN) [89]
is leveraged to extract a set of object regions from the image, and
thus feature representation for each region is obtained; while one
bidirectional RNN (BRNN) model is adopted to characterize the
descriptions corresponding to each region. The embedding ma-
trices for both image and text are learned with a max-margin
ranking loss and image-sentences pairs. Unlike [79], DeepVS
develops language model by using RNNs, which predict next
word in a sequence by considering the current word and hidden
states from previous time steps. By conditioning the image con-
tent on the initial state of the RNN model, it finally delivers a
multimodal RNN to tackle with the caption generation.

These multimodal (i.e., visual-text) embedding based meth-
ods share the similar idea with some previous works, which
first find a common embedding space for image and text and
then generate human-readable sentence with the visual embed-
dings. Nevertheless, the difference lies at the way for caption
generation. Recent methods mainly develop a language model
with powerful neural networks, which enable to generate novel
descriptions for image. Besides captioning, this embedding ap-
proach could also benefit the tasks of image annotation and
image retrieval. However, the joint embedding space is highly
depended on the ranking function, which may demand carefully
tuning.

Instead of encoding image with visual-text embedding, a
more natural way for image captioning is to directly decode
the image representation as sentences.
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Fig. 2. Overview of encoder-decoder framework for image captioning. Figure
adapted from [87].

Fig. 3. Illustration of the Google NIC model. Figure extracted from [90].

B. CNN Encoder to RNN Decoder

As shown in Fig. 2, one of the most representative encoder-
decoder models is based on a CNN image encoder and a RNN
text decoder, where CNN extracts various vision cues from one
still image as a single real-valued feature representation, and
RNN generates caption for that image conditioned on its repre-
sentation at the very beginning.

More specifically, we take the neural image caption
(NIC) [87], [90] model as an example to elaborate this pop-
ular scheme. Given an image I and its description S =
{S0 , . . . , SN }, NIC targets to maximize the conditional proba-
bility of S given I as maxθ

∑
(I ,S ) log p(S|I; θ) =

∑N
t=0 log p

(St |I, S0 , . . . , St−1 ; θ), where θ parameterizes the NIC model.
To tackle with the likelihood maximization, NIC employs a pre-
trained CNN to encode the image, and then feed the encoded
representation to a RNN (e.g., commonly a one-layer LSTM) to
decode the sentences. One obvious benefit of using RNN is its
ability to handle variable length of sentence. It models the time
sequence data with hidden state or memory (i.e., a fixed-length
vector), conditioning on the current input and the state in last
time step. As shown by Fig. 3, NIC unrolls the procedure of
caption generation by

x−1 = WI CNN(I), (1)

xt = WeSt, (2)

ht+1 = LSTM(xt, ht) (3)

pt+1 = softmax(ht+1), (4)

where WI (We ) is image (word) embedding matrix that needs to
be learned, ht denotes the hidden state of the LSTM layer at time
t, t ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, and pt+1 is the probability distribution
over all the words, which is given by ht+1 followed by a sortmax
layer. It is worth noting that, NIC only shows the image content
to the RNN decoder once (at time t = −1), that is, to initialize
the hidden state for LSTM.

Many other same period works employ the similar architec-
ture of CNN encoder and RNN decoder, yet with subtle dif-
ferences. Mao et al. proposed a multimodal RNN (m-RNN)
model [76] to cope with the caption generation, where the im-
age feature is also extracted by pre-train CNN and the words are
represented with two-layer embedding and modeled by vanilla
RNN. Different from [90], the image content is visible to RNN
at each time step, and the visual as well as text information are
incorporated with an additional multimodal layer (followed by
softmax) to predict the words. The multimodal layer in essence
consists of three MLPs, which project the word embedding, hid-
den state of RNN and image feature into the same space, and
fuse them into one single vector via element-wise add.

Similar to m-RNN [76], the long-term recurrent convolutional
networks (LRCNs) proposed by Donahue [77] also feed the im-
age content to the RNN decoder at each time step. In LRCN,
a stacked two-layer LSTM (refer to the factored one in their
paper) is formulated as decoder, where the bottom LSTM is
only fed with the previous word embedding, and the top LSTM
takes as input the image feature and the output given the bottom
LSTM. The advantage for this stacked architecture is that the
bottom LSTM can focus on modeling the text data; and the
top one fuses the context and image information to predict
the word distribution, which is similar to the multimodal layer
in the m-RNN [76].

Another interesting work is proposed by Chen et al. [78],
which introduces a recurrent visual feature to assist the long-
term memory for the RNN decoder. This model not only maxi-
mizes the sentence likelihood given image and previous words,
but also considers the likelihood w.r.t visual feature conditioned
on the previous words. By this means, they develop an addi-
tion hidden layer within the RNN decoder to model the visual
memory, and thus help the word prediction.

C. Attention Mechanism

All the methods above mainly encode image with the top layer
of pre-trained CNNs, and keep the image content fixed during
the decoding process for generating natural language sentence.
However, it is not an easy task to distill all the necessary infor-
mation into one single vector, considering the cluttered back-
ground and multiple objects, as well as the complex relationship
between objects. Thus, it will be helpful for caption generation
by looking at different image regions according to the context.
In light of this, attention mechanism has been widely used for
image captioning, which generally learns where and what the
RNN decoder should attend to. In the next, we will review two
common attention mechanisms, including spatial attention and
semantic attention.

1) Spatial Attention: Xu et al. [91] first introduced spatial
attention (see Fig. 4) for the task of image captioning. In their
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the spatial attention mechanism. Figure reproduced
from [91].

model, the last convolutional layer of pre-trained CNNs is em-
ployed for the image encoder, instead of using a fully connected
layer. By this means, the visual information is vectorized as a set
of representations, e.g., a = {a1 , . . . ,aL},ai ∈ RD , which are
corresponding to different (i.e., L) regions of the given image,
and hence allow the RNN decoder attending to different spatial
image regions under the attention mechanism. Like previous
works [90], the RNN decoder is also formulated as a one-layer
LSTM. However, instead of keeping the visual content fixed,
they introduce a key concept of context vector to compute the
hidden state of LSTM at each time step as the following:

ht = LSTM(xt−1 , ht−1 , zt), (5)

where zt represents the context vector at time t, and explicitly
considers the relevance between image regions and the gener-
ated words at each time step. It is defined by

zt = φ({ai}, {αi}). (6)

where αi represents the weight of each image region, and φ(·)
works as a fusion function that computes a singe vector repre-
sentation upon image regions and their corresponding weights.
The weight αi of each image region is obtained by

eti = fatt(ai , ht−1), (7)

αti =
exp(eti)

∑L
k=1 exp(etk )

, (8)

where fatt represents the attention function formulated by a
multilayer perception network and conditioned on the previous
hidden state. In [91], the authors provide two ways to implement
the function φ(·), termed as hard attention and soft attention,
where the former selects the attended position based on Monte
Carlo sampling; while the later models the relative importance
among all the regions through blending them as zt =

∑
αiai .

The spatial attention mechanism [91] formulates another land-
mark for the image captioning task, followed by a wide range
of variants. In the next, we will briefly introduce two interesting
works that mainly adopt the spatial attention.

Yang et al. [97] proposed to extend context vectors as thought
vectors, by considering global information with a ReviewNet.
They adopt both RNN and CNN networks as visual encoders
to capture the whole view of image content and also formulate
it as sequence. The ReviewNet formulated by LSTM layer is
employed to capture the visual sequence with spatial attention
and generate the thought vectors by using temporal attention.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the semantic attention mechanism. Figure reproduced
from [95].

This reviewing process is repeated several times to formulate
a data sequence. The text decoder in [97] also adopts a LSTM
layer with putting attention mechanism on the input thought
vectors. Different from [91], which leverages spatial attention
with image features during the caption generation process, the
ReviewNet “reviews” where to attend to in advance and expects
to explore more global properties than directly using the encoded
visual features.

On the other hand, Lu et al. [99] not only target to enable the
decoder knowing where to look, but also focus on the problem
of when to look. In their model, they first modify the spatial
attention as being conditioned on the current hidden state to
obtain context vector with image features, and then introduce
a visual sentinel to determine whether the decoder should at-
tend image for predicting the next word. The visual sentinel is
in essence a latent representation that computed with memory
sate from the LSTM layer, and controlled by current input and
previous hidden state. It is combined with the context vector
through a weight parameter to be learned, resulting in an adap-
tive attention scheme to balance the visual content and language
memory.

2) Semantic Attention: High-level semantic information
have shown to be useful for assisting the architecture of visual
encoder to text decoder [100], where the semantics are usually
formulated as visual attributes [95], [98], [100]. These methods
generally feed to the text decoder both the encoded image con-
tent and detected visual attributes, to achieve complimentary
information for the generation process.

You et al. [95] transferred the attention mechanism from spa-
tial image regions to the “visual words” (see Fig. 5). In their
model, they only show image features at the beginning to give
an overview visual clue to the RNN decoder, and then design
two attention models at each time step to take good care of
input and output for the decoding process. In details, the input
attention model takes as input a set of visual attributes (i.e., se-
mantic information represented by word embedding) detected
from image, and learns a semantic context vector with being
conditioned on the previous word. On the other hand, the out-
put attention model adopts a similar attention mechanism to the
input one, except being conditioned on the current hidden sate.
By recursively applying these two models during the generation,
the RNN decoder could consistently update the hidden sate with
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the attended attributes. One benefit of semantic attention is to
provide a natural way to bridge the gap between visual and
semantic spaces, which also puts more emphasis on language
modeling with recurrent attention. An extensive investigation of
how to incorporate high-level semantics into the RNN decoder
is provided by Yao et al. [98]. Though this work does not employ
attention mechanism, they explicitly consider the relationship
among different attributes.

In this survey work, we focus on the captioning task of generic
visual data, which is not limited to still images. More discus-
sions on image captioning could be referred to Refs [110]–
[113]. In the next, we will present recent works related to video
captioning.

V. RECENT ADVANCES: VIDEO CAPTIONING

Similar to image captioning, video captioning aims to trans-
late a sequence of video frames into a human readable sentence,
which, in recent years, also mainly adopts an encoder-decoder
architecture. To our best knowledge, Venugopalan et al. [101]
first introduced such a framework for the video captioning task,
where the encoder employs the AlexNet [80] to extract visual
feature for each frame and simply utilizes average pooling to
encode the whole video as a single vector, while the decoder
leverages the widely-used LSTM layer as a language model
to decode the encoded visual feature as a sequence of words.
Though this method does not consider the temporal informa-
tion of video, it inspires a wide range of the following works,
which pay attention to the visual encoding process by modeling
the temporal information [86] and exploring the hierarchical
structure [107], [108]; or focus on the text decoding part with
exploiting the attention mechanism [103], considering the hier-
archy between sentence and paragraph [106], as well as using the
semantic information [107], [109]. Table III gives an overview
of the recent video captioning methods based on the encoder-
decoder framework, which could be roughly divided into two
categories by the visual encoding way, i.e., either based on
LSTM or spatial-temporal CNN.

A. LSTM Based Encoding

The LSTM based encoding methods generally treat video as
a sequence of visual features, and try to encapsulate the context
information of sequence data into the hidden sate of LSTM layer
at the final step. To this end, the pre-trained deep CNN networks
are usually used to extract visual feature from video frames, such
as using VGG [81] on RGB frames and AlexNet [80] on optical
flow images in [102], employing GoogleNet [82] in [107], and
using ResNet [83] with C3D [105] in [108]. On the other hand,
to explore the temporal information of video, various networks
have been designed upon LSTM.

Venugopalan et al. [102] successfully transferred the popular
sequence to sequence [86] model in neural machine transla-
tion to the video captioning task, and thus proposed a novel
model termed as S2VT. As following [77], a two-layer stacked
LSTMs network is used to encode the video sequence, which,
in contrast to [77], is also used as a decoder to unroll the vi-
sual content as a text sequence. In S2VT, the first-layer LSTM

models the temporal information between video features during
the encoding stage, while the second-layer LSTM takes as input
the hidden sate of the first LSTM and the previous word, and only
focuses on the language modeling part. However, since LSTM
may not capture the very long-range dependency and stacking
LSTMs inevitably burdens the computation, some works [107],
[108] attempt to divide the long video into several short clips
by utilizing the hierarchical structure underlying in video,
while keep modeling the relationship between different clips in
sequence.

To achieve above goals, Pan et al. [107] proposed a Hierar-
chical Recurrent Neural Encoder (HRNE) model by using two-
layer LSTMs. HRNE employs the first LSTM as a temporal filter
to explore the local temporal structure of each subsequence and
thus delivers a hidden representation, which is analogous to ap-
plying convolution filter to capture the local structure of image.
Meanwhile, it uses the second LSTM to maintain the context
information among all the subsequences. A hierarchical video
representation is eventually obtained as the output of the sec-
ond LSTM. Moreover, the temporal attention mechanism [85]
is also applied in their encoding process. For the decoding part,
one-layer LSTM is used as the language model.

Following HRNE [107], Baraldi et al. [108] further pro-
posed to adaptively detect the video clip by providing a novel
Boundary-Aware LSTM cell (LSTM-BA), rather than simply
segmenting the video in a hand-crafted way as [107]. A time
boundary detection unit is incorporated into the LSTM cell,
which learns to decide whether to transfer the hidden state and
memory content to the next step. It enables LSTM-BA resetting
the hidden state and memory cell when a new video boundary
is detected, and interrupts the continuous update for sequence
modeling. One benefit of LSTM-BA is to avoid blending the
hidden sates of different subsequences. A higher-layer LSTM is
also employed to composite all the subsequences into a compact
representation. In the decoding process, one-layer Gated Recur-
rent Unit (GRU) [84] is used to decode meaningful sentences.

B. Spatial-Temporal Based CNN Encoding

Different from LSTM based encoding, the methods in this
track mainly reply on the 3-D convolution network (C3D) [104],
[105] to capture the temporal information in the encoding pro-
cess, and usually pay more attention to the decoding part, such as
incorporating the attention mechanism [103], [106] or involving
high-level semantics [107], [109].

1) Attention Mechanism: Yao et al. [103] first introduced
the C3D based video encoder, and employed the temporal
attention [85] during the decoding stage. One-layer LSTM plays
the role as caption generator in their model, which conditions on
the previous hidden sate and takes as input the previous word as
well as a temporal context vector. The temporal context vector
is given by the attention function, which computes a weight for
each sequence data with its visual feature and previous hidden
sate at each time step. By this means, it is able to dynamically
model the video’s global temporal structure. Following [103],
Yu et al. [106] devised a hierarchical RNN decoder (h-RNN)
to exploit both spatial and temporal attention mechanisms, and
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explicitly consider the hierarchy structure between sentence and
paragraph. Specifically, two-layer GRUs [84] are formulated as
sentence and paragraph generator, respectively. In their model,
each video frame is divided into several patches, which makes
it possible to consider the spatial relationship between visual
feature within each frame. In the decoding stage, the sentence
generator of h-RNN first computes a spatial attention score for
each frame, and then employs the temporal attention to model
the whole video sequence. The sentence is generated by the
first-layer GRU conditioning on the previous hidden sate with
spatial-temporal context vector and previous word. On the other
hand, h-RNN utilizes the second-layer GRU to explore the re-
lationship between generated sentences, and finally delivers a
meaningful paragraph.

2) High-level Semantics: Pan et al. [107] tackled the video
captioning task by jointly learning a visual-semantic co-
embedding space. In details, they formulated video as a sin-
gle vector by average pooling the appearance features given
by CNNs [80], [81] and the temporal features captured by
C3D [105]. Instead of directly using the video representation,
they fed the visual-semantic embedding to the LSTM decoder
to bridge the gap between visual and semantic space, which
facilitates the caption generation. To this end, they trained the
model by jointly considering a co-embedding loss. Different
from seeking a co-embedding representation, Pan et al. [109]
detected visual attributes from frames/videos with a multiple
instance learning (MIL) [114] model, and fed these attributes
as high-level semantics to a two-layer stacked LSTM decoder,
where the first LSTM is initialized with video representation
and takes care of word sequence; and the second one gener-
ates meaningful words from visual attributes and the output of
the first LSTM. To explore the temporal structure with visual
attributes, they designed a transfer unit to control the visual at-
tributes with context information, and incorporated it into the
stacked LSTMs. In details, the transfer unit integrates the in-
formation from input words, visual attributes (including frames
and video) and the previous hidden sate into a semantic rep-
resentation, which is provided as input to the second LSTM
time-wisely.

VI. EVALUATION

A. Datasets & Validation Criteria

1) Image Datasets: The major datasets for evaluating the
image caption generation performance include the BBC News
dataset [71], the UIUC Pascal Dataset [43], the SBU Captioned
Photo dataset [44], the Flickr30k Images dataset [115], and the
Microsoft COCO (MS-COCO) dataset [116]. The BBC News
dataset creates captions from news documents, the SBU dataset
adopts user-generated captions, while the other three datasets
use crowd-sourced captions. Please refer to [117] for a recent
survey that discusses the datasets for vision and language re-
search. Here, we mainly introduce the Flickr30k and MS-COCO
image datasets, as they are widely used by the recent image cap-
tioning methods.

The Flickr30k image dataset [115] collects 31,783 images
from Flickr, which covers a wide range of human activities.

Each image is described by five crowd-sourced captions. Gen-
erally, we may split 1000 images for validation and testing,
respectively, and keep the remainder as the training set. On
the other hand, the MS-COCO image dataset [116] is a more
challenge one, as images in this dataset may contain multiple
objects, cluttered background, and complex semantic relation-
ship. It includes 82,783, 40,504 and 40,775 images for training,
validation and testing, respectively. Each image in MS-COCO is
corresponding to 5 human annotated captions. Following [87],
[91], [95], one general data split setting is 82,783/5000/5000
images of training/validation/test set.

2) Video Datasets: For evaluating video to text techniques, a
very popular benchmark is the Saarbrcken Corpus of Textually
Annotated Cooking Scenes (TACoS), which contains a set of
video descriptions (in natural language) and timestamp-based
alignment with the videos [118].

In addition, Microsoft Research Video Description Cor-
pus (MSVD) [119], Montreal Video Annotation Dataset (M-
VAD) [120] and MPII Movie Description Corpus (MPII-
MD) [121] are three common benchmark datasets for the video
captioning task, each of which is briefly introduced as follows.

� MSVD [119] collects 1,970 video snippets from YouTube,
where each video roughly has 40 available English
descriptions. As described in [101], one general set-
ting for this dataset is 1,200/100/670 videos for train-
ing/validation/testing set.

� M-VAD [120] is a large-scale movie description corpora
consisting of 49,000 DVD movie snippets extracted from
92 DVD movies, each of which is accompanied with
single sentence from semi-automatically transcribed de-
scriptive video service (DVS) narrations. The standard
split of this dataset is to set training/validation/test sets
as 39,000/5,000/5,000 video clips.

� MPII-MD [121] is another large-scale movie snippets col-
lection, which contains around 68,000 video clips with
corresponding sentences from 94 Hollywood movies.
MPII-MD is built in a similar way to M-VAD [120], while
its alignment between video clips and descriptions is man-
ually proofed. It is generally split as 56,861/4,930/6,584
training/validation/test samples.

3) Validation Criteria: The most popular evaluation met-
rics include BLEU [69], ROUGE-L [123], METEOR [124],
CIDEr [125], SPICE [126], etc. Specifically, (1) BLEU mea-
sures the effective overlap between a reference sentence X and
a candidate sentence Y . It is defined as a multiplication of the
geometric mean of the n-gram precision scores (i.e., BLEU@n),
by the brevity penalty factor BP in order to penalize the short
translations. In addition, the smoothed BLEU metric can also
be used to perform sentence-level analysis [127]. (2) ROUGE-L
measures the longest common subsequence of tokens between
a reference X and a candidate Y . BLEU and ROUGE-L are the
most widely-used evaluation metrics, but recent studies have
shown that these two metrics are weakly correlated with human
judgement. (3) METEOR is the harmonic mean of unigram
precision and recall, which is suitable for exact and paraphrase
matchings between the reference X and candidate Y . (4) CIDEr
is short for the Consensus-based Image Description Evaluation,
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TABLE II
OVERVIEW OF ENCODER-DECODER ARCHITECTURE FOR IMAGE CAPTIONING

TABLE III
OVERVIEW OF ENCODER-DECODER ARCHITECTURE FOR VIDEO CAPTIONING

which measures the similarity of a generated sentence against
a set of ground truth sentences. Both METEOR and CIDEr
have shown better correlation with human judgements. More-
over, as suggested by [125], METEOR exhibits more accurate
evaluation than other metrics, especially when the number of
references is small. Please refer to [125], [128] for detailed
comparisons of these metrics. Besides, Semantic Propositional
Image Caption Evaluation (SPICE) [126] is a recently proposed
metric specifically designed for image captioning, which com-
putes the caption similarity based on the consensus of scene-
graph tuples of the candidate sentence and all the reference
ones. It also shows promising evaluation performance for the
image captioning task. Most recently, some learning based met-
rics [129], [130] are also proposed for captioning evaluation,
which mainly implement deep neural networks to distinguish
between generated captions and ground truth. In the next, we
mainly adopt BLEU@n, METEOR, CIDEr and SPICE, and may
denote BLEU@n as B-n for simplicity.

B. Evaluation on Image Captioning

Table IV summarizes the performance of recent encoder-
decoder based image captioning methods on the Flickr30k
and MS-COCO image dataset in terms of BLEU, METEOR
and CIDEr, respectively. We select eight representative meth-
ods from Table II, which mainly adopt the architecture of
CNN-encoder and LSTM-decoder. As shown by Table IV, sev-
eral conclusion could be made: 1) Attention based methods

generally outperform others, which validates the effectiveness
of attention mechanism to caption generation. 2) High-level se-
mantics show great potential to the image captioning task, as it
provides complementary information and helps bridge the gap
between visual and text space. 3) Ensemble models could pro-
vide higher and more robust results. We also collect the results
of recent methods given by MS-COCO testing server in Table V,
where c5 and c40 indicate the testing set that describe image
with 5 and 40 sentences, respectively. As can be seen, it shares
similar observations with Table IV.

C. Evaluation on Video Captioning

We present the evaluation of video to text work on the TACoS
Corpus [118]. Detailed results of different methods are provided
in Table VI. When retrieving the most relevant sentence from
the training raw video with aligned corpus, as shown in row
one of Table VI, it achieves BLEU@4 of 6.0%. Instead of using
the raw features, high-level semantic representations could im-
prove the results to 12.0% and 13.0%. We notice that most
advanced methods can improve those baseline approaches, up
to 18.9% BLEU@4. On the same dataset, but particularly for a
different subset, [65] received 14.9% and 56.7%, respectively,
which indicates that the results on the different subsets of the
dataset can be comparable.

Moreover, we summarize the performance of several re-
cent video captioning methods on three benchmark datasets
in Table VII, where LSTM-YT [101] serves as a strong
baseline, and the others could be roughly divided into two
groups: (1) the LSTM-based encoding methods including
S2VT [102], HRNE [107] and LSTM-BA [108]; (2) the spatial-
temporal CNN based encoding methods including SA [103],
h-RNN [106], LSTM-E [107] and LSTM-TSA [109]. Interest-
ingly, though the LSTM based encoder is expected to capture the
temporal information from video sequence better, the spatial-
temporal CNN based methods overall perform slightly better
than LSTM encoding methods in practice. This is possibly due
to the fact that the CNN-encoder pays more attention to the
decoding process, which is more likely the key factor to the fi-
nal performance. Moreover, high-level semantics (e.g., LSTM-
E [107] and LSTM-TSA [109]) also exhibit a good performance,
similar to the image captioning task, which again shows the ben-
efit of introducing semantic information to caption generation.
Some example videos with detailed results are shown in Fig. 6.
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE SUMMARIZATION OF RECENT ENCODER-DECODER IMAGE CAPTIONING METHOD ON THE FLICKR30K AND MS-COCO IMAGE DATASETS, WHERE †

INDICATES ENSEMBLE MODELS

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE SUMMARIZATION OF RECENT ENCODER-DECODER IMAGE CAPTIONING METHOD ON THE MS-COCO TESTING SERVER

TABLE VI
EVALUATION OF GENERATED DESCRIPTIONS ON TACOS VIDEO-DESCRIPTION CORPUS. HUMAN JUDGMENTS FROM 1–5, WHERE 5 IS BEST

TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE (%) SUMMARIZATION OF RECENT ENCODER-DECODER VIDEO CAPTIONING METHOD ON THREE DATASETS

Fig. 6. Attributes and sentences generation results on MSVD dataset. GT means ground truth. Figure reproduced from [109].
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VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

The visual to text techniques aim at accurately describing
visual contents using natural language descriptions. One well-
known challenge is the long-standing semantic gap between
computable low-level features and semantic information that
they encode. In this paper, we gave a comprehensive survey of
relevant work on this topic. We can clearly notice that significant
progress has been achieved in coupling visual recognition and
computational linguistics recently. In this section, we discuss
the future work and promising directions.

A. Generating Natural and Diverse Descriptions

One important direction of work will be generating more
natural and diverse descriptions, rather than the predefined tem-
plates. As discussed in [134], meaningful captions shall have
three properties, fidelity, naturalness, and diversity, where the
last two are essential properties of human language. However,
most of existing image or video captioning works mainly fo-
cus on the fidelity of the generated descriptions. Most recently,
some works try to achieve natural and diverse captions by the
means of contrastive learning [135], conditional GAN [134] and
variational auto-encoder [136].

Especially, this task will be more challenging for video cap-
tioning. First, many existing techniques on video captioning
couldn’t fully exploit the temporal structure of video, which is
extremely important when describing a long video with multiple
sentences. This problem has been approached through sliding
window [137], fine grained segmentation plus recognition [41],
and spatial-temporal based CNN encoding [103]. But these ap-
proaches are still not satisfactory in real applications. Second,
with a few exceptions [106], many existing approaches are fo-
cusing on short duration videos or video clips which can be
described in a couple of sentences [29], [39], [41]. In the fu-
ture, researchers may pay more attention to generating para-
graphs for more complex, long videos. When it comes to mul-
tiple sentences or paragraphs, generating coherent sentences is
the key.

Also, the visual to text techniques should be able to leverage
more flexible semantic units. When constructing mapping func-
tions between visual and linguistic units, current approaches
typically are restricted themselves on single semantic relation-
ships, such as between action and verbs, objects and nouns.
However, human language has so many types of combination of
verbs, nouns, and other language units, which requires that vi-
sual translation methods should have similar flexibility in terms
of constructing bigger semantic units. For example, an action
with an interactive objects can be mapped to a long phrases
as transitive verbs taking an object. Similar ideas has been ap-
proached in [138], where visual phrases of objects are used.
Though modeling small semantic units can lead to better oc-
currence statistics, we believe that, in order to achieve a more
accurate understanding, it is critical to form bigger semantic
units by translating several elements jointly.

Moreover, it would be very important by extending cur-
rent techniques to more unconstrained situations, where longer
videos with multiple sentence descriptions are preferred.

B. Deep Reinforcement Learning for Visual to Text

As an alternative paradigm to the encoder-decoder frame-
work described in Section IV and V, deep reinforcement
learning has been applied to the image and video captioning
tasks recently. Several pioneering works on this topic include
the decision-making framework based on a policy network
and a value network [139], the self-critical sequence training
model [140], reinforced video using captioning entailment-
enhanced reward [141], etc. On one hand, designing reward
functions plays a key role in these methods, and it still requires a
lot of research efforts in the future. On the other hand, modeling
“visual to text” tasks as reinforcement learning problems makes
it easier to integrate with other innovative machine learning
strategies, such as bringing a human in the loop [142].

C. Unified Framework for Visual to Text

Most of current methods have approached semantic un-
derstanding of visual contents and language generation sepa-
rately, or loosely combined the two. Computer vision techniques
mainly focus on constructing learning models which can char-
acterize images or videos by recognizing their characteristics.
On the other hand, NLP is trying to parse a language description
by identifying connotation and denotations. However, it could
be better to formulate the problem as a unified framework which
can automatically find the balance or a good meeting point be-
tween the two big areas of AI. For researchers in both sides,
the big challenge here is to dive into fields they might not be
familiar with, and leverage the advances from both sides.

D. Visual Understanding and Reasoning

Existing visual to text techniques mainly focus on the visual
description problem. It would be more interesting to think one
step further, and develop visual understanding systems, such as
visual question answering and visual reasoning. By leveraging
the visual to text techniques, the high-level visual understanding
techniques are expected to achieve better performance in the
near future.

E. Large-scale Benchmarks and Evaluations

Like many other machine learning driven applications, visual
to text technique highly depends on the training data in terms of
both quality and quantity. The next big achievement would be
using most advanced supervised machine learning techniques
on large-scale visual-text aligned data sets. How to build large-
scale image and video datasets with accurate and diverse text
descriptions in an effective manner will be another major chal-
lenge in the future work.
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